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This article analyses and interrogates two interactive museum installations which were designed to reveal behind-the-scenes materials from *Inception* (2010) and *Gravity* (2013) in order to showcase the breakthrough Visual Effects (VFX) of each of the films for which both received widespread critical acclaim. The multi-screen, interactive and immersive installations were both created in direct collaboration with the VFX supervisors who were responsible for pioneering the new and innovative creative solutions in each of the films. The installations translate these processes for a wider audience and as such they not only provide rich sites for textual analysis as new ancillary forms of paratextual access, but they also provide insights into the way that VFX sector presents itself, situated within the wider context of the current global VFX industry. The article draws together critical production studies, textual analysis and reflections from the industry which, combined, provide new understandings of these interactive forms of ancillary film ‘making-of’ content, their performative dimensions and the labor processes that they reveal.

**Context**

This article analyzes and interrogates two interactive museum installations that were designed to reveal behind-the-scenes materials from *Inception* (2010, Dir: Christopher Nolan) and *Gravity* (2013) in order to showcase the acclaimed, breakthrough visual effects (VFX) of each of the films. The two interactive installations featured within the ‘Creative Spaces’ section of the ‘Digital Revolution’ exhibition at the Barbican, London, 2014. They are illustrative of emergent digital delivery mechanisms through which contemporary audiences can now encounter and interact with the behind-the-scenes ancillary materials of cinema.

The multi-screen, interactive and immersive installations were both created in direct collaboration with the VFX supervisors who were responsible for pioneering the new and innovative creative solutions in each of the films. The installations translate these processes for a wider audience and as such they not only provide rich sites for textual analysis as new ancillary forms of paratextual access, but they also provide insights into the way that the VFX sector presents itself. This article purposefully situates their conception and presentation within the wider context of the current global VFX industry. The decadent displays of VFX
excess and access presented in both installations are representative of the currently flourishing VFX industry within the UK which has been boosted in recent years, by a system of tax incentives which have been in place since 2008.iii States the UK’s Chancellor of the Exchequer George Osbourne:

The UK film industry is on the crest of a wave, with Oscar success and a boom in the number of new films being made here. The UK film tax relief, significantly expanded by the Chancellor at Budget 2014 targeted to support further investment in the UK visual effects industry, has played a key role in this.iv

The UK is globally considered as an attractive centre for VFX production due to these incentives and its strong domestic television and commercials market.v The UK is also considered one of the world-leaders within the global VFX industry, and it's estimated that the UK VFX industry contributes £250 million a year to the country’s economy.vi As a result, many VFX firms and Hollywood VFX productions have migrated to London, with Inception and Gravity being just two examples of productions created on UK shores.

Introduction

This article will firstly interrogate how both installations are reflexive of the aesthetic conditions in which the cinematic innovations of each of the films were produced and which characterize each of the film’s productions. Within Inception, the installation simultaneously mirrors the complexity of Christopher Nolan’s renowned multi-layered-diegesis through its breakdown of the complex layering of the visual effects and compositing processes that were required in its production. The installation comprises of one central screen, which is reflected in two mirrors, one positioned above, and one positioned below the central screen. The installation involves the non-linear navigational playback of one key sequence in the film – where the streets of Paris fold in on themselves. Within the installation, the viewer can shuttle back and forth within this sequence and access the different compositional layers that
constitute the sequences VFX construction. Within Gravity, the installation involves the playback of a linear documentary, which drew from a number of different VFX resources taken from various scenes across the film. The installation comprised of eighteen screens, sixteen of which were spatially organized in order to represent the LED ‘light box’ invention that was used in the making of the film in order to emulate the hyper-realistic luminance qualities of outer-space. I will contend that these reflexive aesthetics in which the content, style and presentation of the behind-the-scenes materials (as framed and presented within these installations) take on the representational characteristics of the film’s diegetic worlds and present a conflation between the film and the processes of its making.

Secondly, each of the installations use the latest technological innovations in order to both celebrate and cohere complex visual special effects (VFX) processes, and the aesthetic and technological breakthroughs for which the films received numerous accolades. I will examine how the same digital tools and computational methods that were deployed in each film’s production are used within the installations in order to materialize, perform and reconceive VFX processes such as computational and machinic labor. I contend that through the presentation of such processes, these installations - on the one hand disenfranchise the creators in their lack of presence - but on the other - elevate VFX work as a creative and innovative vocation.

Thirdly, the installations are framed (by the wall-mounted exhibition placard), as being seen “‘through the eyes’ of the Oscar-winning VFX Supervisors Paul Franklin from Double Negative and Tim Webber from Framestore.” This input from the creators, coupled with the fact that the installations are designed and produced by a company which draw upon VFX techniques, technologies and practitioners in the realization of many of their own projects, suggests that these installations can be conceptualized as ‘worker self reflections,’ which are used to educate the surrounding screen industries, and their audiences. John
Caldwell, at the time was referring to “demo-tapes” (or showreels) as manifestations of this phenomena as “tangible, industrial critical media forms” which “define the industry and manage both its internal and external cultural significance.”ix Within the installations’ aesthetic manifestations of routine processes and working practices of the industry, I will explore how the installations enable the creators to understand and represent their own approaches, creative input, artistry and labor. In a similar vein to the screen trade publications that Caldwell interrogated within his investigations of industrial reflexivity, these installations could be seen to “invoke modernist notions of “cutting-edge” originality, innovation, and radicality to promote progress in their respective industries.”x Moreover, that they are symptomatic of the current social, political and cultural status of the troubled global VFX labor economy in which they are situated, in which VFX work is effectively hidden, and in some cases the voices of the practitioners are silenced.

Fourthly, both installations enabled the communication of creative intentionality, which augments the critical commentary of each of the films’ productions. In their approach to demystify the technical wizardry, and the granular set of step-by-step processes, both installations represent manifestations of new screen-pedagogies within the context of ‘bonus’ materials providing educative tools, as acknowledged by a number of scholars. Barbara Klinger has previously conceptualized the DVD extra “As a kind of film school in a box, DVD represents a mainstreaming of the educational imperative.”xi Similarly, Jonathan Gray comments that the Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers (2002) extra features “… teach a significant amount of production literacy, familiarizing audiences with the vocabulary of pickups, Foley work, mime passes, second units, matte painting, and key frames.”xii

In its interrogation of these four key areas, this article addresses such questions as: How do these installations privilege other forms of labor, such as machine processing, which are not normally considered in ancillary promotional content? And how does engagement
with these experiences, of augmented and experiential ancillary content, assist in our sense-
making activities of labor, authorial intent, understanding of technologies, within the VFX 
industries? Within their context of this exhibition – the installations, and the cinematic 
innovations that they document are historicized and take their place in the archaeology and 
genealogy of digital developments that were presented by the Digital Revolution exhibition. 
Their place in this exhibition also frames VFX work as an ‘art’ form, which is of particular 
significance when set against the current back-drop of the VFX industry. VFX practitioners 
are one of a number of roles that cross both the creative and technology categories of film 
production. Curtin and Vanderhoef highlight the ambiguity of the VFX practitioner 
classification in their interchangeable use of the terms VFX worker and VFX artists, which 
are dependent upon the context in which they are referred to within/outside the industry by 
others and indeed how those professionals also refer to themselves.\textsuperscript{xiii} This has proven to be 
increasingly problematic to the working conditions of VFX practitioners, compared to other 
workers within the film industry. As Curtin and Vanderhoef explain: “Digital artists did not 
fit into […] conventional labor categories and therefore became one of the few groups of 
Hollywood employees (along with many reality TV laborers) that today lack union 
representation.”\textsuperscript{xiv}

This issue is compounded by the wider context of the VFX marketplace. VFX practitioners are currently experiencing significant unrest within an industry characterized by 
bidding wars between VFX houses who are operating within a competitive global market 
steered by the tax incentives offered by certain countries in order to attract the work to their 
shores and to subsequently take it away from others.\textsuperscript{xv} As such, the VFX vocation is one that 
has become characterized by long hours, temporary contracts and minimal benefits. This has 
created the conditions for a transient VFX demographic, where practitioners are forced to 
move from company to company, and country to country to secure temporary working
contracts. The diaspora of VFX artists is illustrative of trends elsewhere in the film production cycle and the screen industries at large where below-the-line workers, operate within a ‘nomadic labor system.”

I will now provide overviews of the two installations before presenting further in-depth textual and comparative analysis.

**Inception**

*Inception* is a film recognized for breaking new aesthetic and technological ground winning Oscars for Best Cinematography, Best Visual Effects, Best Sound Mixing and Best Sound Editing and recognized for its “dizzying flourishes of FX magic” and its “novelty of the concept is the layering of dreams within dreams, yielding addictively vertiginous sequences of parallel action.” *Inception* is aesthetically characterized by its distinctive photorealism rendering of highly surreal imagery and for its complex narrative layering of simultaneous realities. *Inception*’s complex plot is structured through multi-layered ‘hypodiegetic’ incursions within the diegesis through the depiction of events that are occurring within the dreams of the different characters. Debra Malina has noted that further hypodiegetic levels can be articulated as thus: hypo-hypodiegetic (H2D) and hypo-hypo-hypodiegetic as (H3D) and so forth. In the case of *Inception* the initial dream – the first dream layer - operates on the hypo-diegetic level, the dream within a dream – the second dream layer - on the hypo-hypodiegetic level (H2D) and the dream within a dream within a dream - the third dream layer - on the hypo-hypo-hypodiegetic as (H3D) etc.

This deep layering structure, which is intrinsic to the *Inception* narrative, is used as the key organizing and aesthetic principle within the *Inception* installation. The different compositional layers which constituted the production process behind the film – the *antitypography* - that is, the conception, preparatory and preproduction work for a particular
scene, is revealed to the audience within this installation using both a multi-layered visual aesthetic and a multi-layered interactive modality.

The installation consists of one central screen with two-mirrors positioned above and below the main screen, which created an effect of the image folding in on itself each time that it is changed by the gestural actions of the singular audience member operator. The installation depicts the scene where the character of Ariadne experiments with her recently discovered dream-control skills, which she successfully uses to fold the streets of Paris in on themselves to form an inverted cube city (see figure 1).
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The installation reveals the digital architecture that underpins the construction of the on-screen Paris street fold-over sequence, through access to the different layers which constituted its making - stratified in order to simplify and translate the complex compositional process, enabling the audience to drill-down and literally ‘un-pack’ the different elements which constitute the scene.

Using Leap Motion™ - an interactive interface tool, the installation enabled the gallery visitor to move their hand up and down on the vertical axis over an invisible sensor, which triggered the scrolling through the different compositional layers or ‘plates.’ Swiping the hand left-to-right on the horizontal plane over the sensor triggered a shuttle control, which enabled the viewer to shuttle back and forth through the linear timeframe of the film sequence.

The eight plates included the original photography taken from Google Street View; the previsualisation; the research and concept art; the untextured model; the wireframe showing the skeletons of the buildings; a textured model including cars; foreground layer
separations, and the final composite. A visual indicator on the left-hand side of the screen indicated the layer ordering – and the current layer on display (see figure 2).
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Many resources, such as those pictured in figure 2, have been featured in numerous making-of DVD featurettes, but in this instance, they were overlaid and synchronized to enable simultaneous and comparative access, temporally compressing the filmmaking process which took place over an extended time-period, but is rendered instantly accessible.

The installation’s use of mirrors as a method through which to simulate the fold-over cube aesthetic of the scene, reflects the use of mirrors elsewhere in another key scene within the film.

Richard Slaney (Creative Director at 59 Productions - the company behind the design of the two installations) explains:

We felt that mirrors was [sic] a nice way to play with making it more than just a screen. Also we made the screen higher than you would normally put a screen so that you had to look up at it, and lean you’re head back, which is what the characters are doing in that shot, they’re standing there and leaning their heads back as the building goes over the top of them.xxii
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This disclosure represents the creators’ intentionality of placing the audience member of the installation in the same diegetic position as the characters in the film. The audience simultaneously inhabits both the diegetic space of the film (through the rendering of the film’s diegetic environment – see figure 3) and the space of the film’s production (through the layering of the VFX elements which reveal the construction of the scene). As I discuss earlier in this article, this simultaneity is an emergent characteristic of audience engagement
“This dual relation exists as a tension between the absorption of the spectator into the world of the film, and the simultaneous impossibility of this absorption.”xxxiii This physicality, this embodied dimension that Slaney describes reflects Nolan’s philosophy. Anecdotal recollections by those that worked with him confirm that he was keen to keep the production techniques as physical as possible.xxiv This manifested elsewhere in the production process within which a one-hundred-foot-long drum was created for the rotating corridor scene, which was realized through complex actor and stunt personnel choreography and all in-camera special effects.

As Paul Franklin stated for this particular scene:

the script basically said, ‘Ariadne looks down the street as it folds in on itself, forming a giant cube universe.’ It reads as a great description, but it doesn’t explain the process of how the elements transition into the end result. So, in designing these effects we had to address a lot of the outlying questions: How does the lighting change? What happens to the people walking and driving on the road? Should it fold as if on a hinge?xxv

Such a creative disclosure reveals insights into where authorial intent and creative decisions reside, whereby VFX artists are reconceived as authors, and the role of the director is problematized. This will be further considered shortly after an introduction to the Gravity installation.

Gravity

Gravity broke new ground, achieving critical and commercial success and widespread recognition for its innovations in new filmmaking style and technique in the areas of VFX and stereoscopic 3D. One review stated: “Created through a painstaking combination of physical and digital performance that disintegrates the divide between live action and animation, Gravity boasts a level of sheer visual invention.”xxvi The Gravity installation was designed to represent the LED ‘light box’ invention that was used in the making of the film (see figure 4).
During the making of *Gravity*, cinematographer Emmanuel ‘Chivo’ Lubezki and VFX supervisor Tim Webber created a lightbox that was a twenty-by-ten-foot structure covered with 196 panels of 4,096 LED bulbs each to simulate the extreme light in outer space.xxvii As Framestore explained: “The use of LEDS allowed Chivo to light the actors which much greater flexibility than traditional film lights – the different colours reflecting off the Earth, moonlight, sunlight and starlight could all be replicated.”xxviii Such was its recognition that it received the TIME accolade for one of twenty-five best inventions of 2013.xxix

The actors were positioned and filmed within this cramped lightbox, referred to on-set as ‘Sandy’s Cage’ (named after the actress Sandra Bullock who spent most of her time on-set). The lightbox had the dual purpose of emitting the hyper-realistic light as well as being able to provide the actors with a visual reference, a projection of the deep-space environment on the walls of the lightbox, which would later be composited in the computer generated imaging (CGI) process. Thus providing a physical rendering of the “intangible spaces,”xxx creating a sense of dimensionality and therefore a more effective performative environment (as opposed to being set against a blue-screen which tends to be the case on the set of most VFX-led productions). As the Framestore VFX team explain: “It took over a large part of the filming responsibility, helping light Sandra Bullock and George Clooney as if they were spinning in all axes while they remained relatively stationary, without having to strain and betray the gravity acting on them.”xxxi

Within *Gravity*’s museum installation, there were two additional screens positioned at the front of the lightbox, which provided a dynamic mapping of the content of the sixteen screens to guide and instruct the gaze of the viewer, since the screens constantly changed and reconfigured to illustrate the complex layering of the VFX. The installation included many of
the previsualisation materials that were used as an integral part of the production process. As Webber stated of *Gravity’s* production workflow:

> It needed to be heavily pre-vised for a number of reasons, obviously technically as we needed to work out the camera moves but also because when you’ve got a twelve-minute continuous shot and it’s set in space where you’ve got a camera that can roam absolutely anywhere and you’ve got people that can roam absolutely anywhere too […] the degrees of freedom are much greater.xxxii

As Caldwell has observed in relation to the process of previsualisation: “One resilient way to aesthetically elevate a film involves documenting a high degree of authorial control on a production” which he states, includes dramatizing “complete directorial control through ‘previsualization’ via exacting storyboard-to-scene comparisons and footage of excessive preplanning.”xxxiii

In order to produce the multi-screened synchronized content of the *Gravity* installation, eighteen streams of video were composited in the After Effects software and then exported as eighteen independent movies. This was in itself subject to a complex and lengthy rendering process, reflexive, albeit on a much more modest scale, of the advanced rendering that took place during the production of *Gravity*. As Framestore explained:

> After hitting a button the team would often have to wait more than two days to see if a particular simulation had worked […] it wasn’t just the long shots, the whole process took a very long time and an awful lot of computer power. To render *Gravity* on a single core machine with a single processor in it and be ready for 2013 you would need to start before the dawn of Egyptian civilization.xxxiv

Using 5.1 surround sound, and accompanied by a voiceover from *Gravity’s* VFX supervisor, Tim Webber, the installation enabled individual audience members to step into the space and immerse themselves both visually and sonically within the lightbox environment, effectively placing themselves in a simulated performative space that the actors experienced during the making of the film. The images rendered the production apparatus and the behind-the-scenes technology visible, which included showing the actors in the
robotic cradles that were used to achieve the on-screen zero gravity effects. As Slaney explains:

some of the most effective stuff [shown within the installation] are the shots where you see the completed film but without the actor’s face, so the fully lit, fully visualized version [...] because that fundamental thing that people don’t get about that film is that everything is CG, and that was one of the things we were trying to get across to people, just how much was CGI.xxxv
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Here, Slaney reveals the intentionality behind the production of the installation and its aim to reveal the labor behind the work. Slaney further explained the need to communicate this – “particularly as we do some of it, we do complicated animation, VFX processes sometimes, we were quite keen to show off how many people work on this stuff and how long it takes.”xxxvi

The striking image of the faceless astronaut in some ways counters this intentionality - to reveal the people behind the process - in its seeming dehumanization of both the performer and the VFX artists behind the creation, where they are both rendered invisible. A parallel can be drawn to the current global situation within the VFX industry in which a number of highly successful VFX companies have closed down,xxxvii how these companies have attempted to draw attention to their plight, and how the film industry have responded by effectively attempted to silence the situation. This was brought into sharp focus by Rhythm & Hues, the VFX company who were awarded the Oscar for Best Visual Effects for Ang Lee’s stereoscopic 3D feature *Life of Pi* in 2013, eleven days after filing for bankruptcy. Upon acceptance of their award at that years Oscar ceremony: “the award recipients were drummed off the stage by the orchestra, which played the theme from *Jaws* over Bill Westenhofer’s acceptance speech just as he began to mention troubled VFX company Rhythm & Hues and the current plight of the VFX industry.”xxxviii Bill Westenhofer’s response to this apparent ‘silencing’ by the industry is not only indicative of the troubled VFX economy, but of the
struggle for its practitioners to be appropriately recognized for the work that they do and for the significant *creative* contribution that they make to the industry and its outputs. Stated Westenhofer: “I wanted to point out that we aren’t technicians. Visual effects is not just a commodity that’s being done by people pushing buttons. We’re artists, and if we don’t find a way to fix the business model, we start to loses the artistry. If anything, *Life of Pi* shows that we’re artists and not just technicians.”

The vast teams of people behind the work remain hidden, and the months of messy experimentation, has been simplified, compressed and aesthetically ‘cleaned’ within these installations. The depth of process, detail and thinking are revealed but the time it has taken to achieve is much less apparent as is the human presence which becomes detached and the processes are divorced to the people behind the innovations.

**Further analysis and conclusion:**

Although these installations differ in their approach to their enablement of immersive and interactive access to some of the films’ key post-production processes, they can each be seen to:

1. Present new forms of audience access which drawn from the palette of production aesthetics as their defining principles;
2. Provide mechanisms with which the industry both presents itself to wider audiences, advancing audience literacies of the forms through pedagogies of the screen, as well as reflecting upon itself;
3. Present a new form of conceptualising computational and machinic labor which on the one hand disenfranchises the creators in their lack of presence, but on the other, elevates VFX work as a creative, innovative vocation.
Both installations present spatial configurations of the filmic diegesis. In the case of *Inception* the installation design materializes the Paris-cubed scene, and in the case of *Gravity*, the aesthetics of production processes are revealed and actualized. Within each of the installations the complex processes behind the making of the films and the aesthetics of the diegetic narrative universe coalesce.

The complexity of the technologically mediated constructions is bound up into audience’s viewing pleasure of repetition, multiplication and replay, which are all aesthetics that define digital media. Both installations systematize VFX-led processes and post-production workflows through their use of multiple screens which show repeated action from different perspectives. This characterizes the repetitive nature and granularity of some of the less-creative and machinic VFX tasks, and the mode of labor in VFX as being one of repetition.

Through physical interactivity and immersion – both of the installations enable the gallery visitor to both mentally and physically interact with the materials of production, within *Inception*, through actual tactile engagement, and through the visual navigation of the eighteen separate screens and its accompanying screen ‘mapping,’ in *Gravity* (see figure 5). Both installations afford the viewer a ‘virtual’ filmmaking experience in which they can “over-identify with and mimic the filmmaker.” Moreover, each installation attempts to facilitate a dual absorption by the audience member in both the film’s fictional spaces, through simulations of those environments, and the processes of its making.

The *Inception* and *Gravity* installations were produced after the release of the films, and so, are inherently reflexive in their approach. In the instance of *Inception*, the installation was used as an internal reflexive tool. Slaney recounted how Franklin navigated the
installation and further reflected on the minuta of the process: “he was standing there playing
with this thing and then he went into the detail, more stuff than he’d even gone into before,
when he had the big shot in front of him[…].”

There are other installations that have been
produced as marketing tools prior to the release of the film which include a *Game of Thrones*
(2011--) “virtual elevator experience” and The Oculus Rift *Interstellar* (2014) experience, both of which enable interactive access to some of the diegetic landscapes of the
two storyworlds via Oculus Rift technology. In *Game of Thrones*, the experience also
includes the use of high-powered fans, a rumble deck and jets of subzero air to emulate the
elevators seven-hundred-foot ascent of the fictional location of Castle Black. In the
*Interstellar* experience – audience members experience virtual zero gravity tour of the
‘Endurance’ space craft which features in the film.

Data wrangling and machine-processing are not normally represented within ancillary
making-of content, which tend to be the reserve of ‘above-the-line’ personnel. The *Inception*
and *Gravity* installations both elevate and celebrate both the status of the VFX role, and the
technologies and machines that make the work possible. Notably, neither of the film’s
directors were involved within the consultative process of the two installations. Within
*Inception* – the directorial voice is present through its physicality and material construction,
which, as previously noted, flags Nolan’s philosophy and preference to use *real* in-camera
special effects where possible. Within the *Gravity* installation, Cuarón’s presence is less
obvious. His work, characterized by the long take is disrupted by the construction of the
installation in which scenes are rapidly cut across multiple fragmented screens. It is by taking
a holistic view of the installation and its synchronized screens that truly reminds the viewer
of Cuarón’s highly choreographed and highly crafted cinematic sequences.

The computer, as the prism through which to reveal the VFX machinery, is the site for
both the production, and the performance. Through their simultaneous presentation of both
rendered and unrendered materials for the audience to view and access - both installations ‘perform’ and compress the machinic rendering of the VFX. Interestingly, the rendering system that was deployed during the production of Gravity is called ‘Arnold’xlv humanizing the rendering machinery and emphasizing its creative agency within the filmmaking process.

In their aims to make visible and materialize processes and people of production behind these films, they simultaneously render them invisible. The stark image of the faceless astronaut featured within the Gravity installation is a powerful reminder of this dehumanization, where actors’ performances are increasingly augmented and replaced by the presence of VFX.

The disembodied voice of the VFX supervisor in the Gravity installation, and the lack of such a voice within the Inception installation, set against the backdrop of the current industrial situation – in which VFX practitioners are metaphorically silenced (and also literally as they were at the 2013 Oscar ceremony) is endemic of their disenfranchisement and sense of ‘placelessness.’ This lack of human contact within the process is emphasized in the audiences inability to actually physically ‘touch’ anything within the invisible interfaces of the installations, and is symptomatic, of an industry which is dominated by technologically deterministic aesthetics.

Such ancillary texts continue to reveal just as much about the certain processes that they have chosen to amplify as they do about what, and who they have chosen to hide. As both the masters and subjects behind these installations, the VFX artists have become victims of their own craft - which is at its best when they have completely erased and removed all of the traces of their own existence within the films and content that they have created.

Dr. Sarah Atkinson’s research work examines narrative, text, process, apparatus and audience to map new spaces and modes of cinematic spectatorship. Her recent monograph Beyond the Screen: Emerging Cinema and Engaging Audiences presents an expanded conceptualisation of cinema, one which encompasses the ways film can be experienced beyond the auditorium
by a networked society. The book includes considerations of mobile, web, social media and live cinema through case studies of recent and near-future developments.
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